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Microso
Offers Anti-Virus Products for MSN
(November 6, 2008 - Hong Kong) Kingsoft Corporation Limited (“Kingsoft” or the
“Company”; SEHK stock code: 3888), China’s leading entertainment and
applications software developer, distributor and service provider by market share,
announced that the Company has reached a strategic cooperation agreement
with Microsoft MSN to jointly launch the free “MSN Protection Shield v1.0” and
“MSN Security Center”, the reliable anti-virus software for all users of Windows
Live Messenger and Internet.
With the growing popularity of Internet instant messaging, security of instant
messaging software has become a concern. According to the statistics from the
Global Anti-virus Monitoring Center, Kingsoft Internet Security, or KISS, the antivirus software developed by Kingsoft, has intercepted more than 250,000 viruses
related to real-time communications during first seven months in 2008, accounting
for about 16% of the total number of new virus.
The new security product, “MSN Protection Shield v1.0”, helps all users of
Windows Live Messenger detect and prevent virus related to MSN. “MSN
Protection Shield v1.0” will conduct security scans to detect 500 known viruses
that might jeopardize MSN and more than 70,000 epidemic viruses once
Messenger is activated. It will also generate security alert before spreading of
potential virus. The software will conduct file scanning when users exchange files
with friends.
Regarding "MSN Security Center", it is able to fix system loopholes, clean up
malicious software and restore browsers for Internet users.
“MSN Protection Shield v1.0" and "MSN Security Center” are free of charge and
can be downloaded at http://im.live.cn/safe and http://im.live.cn/safe/center.
Mr. Ge Ke, Senior Vice President of Kingsoft, said: "Kingsoft has started
cooperation with Microsoft MSN on security and protection of instant messaging
as early as August 2007. Kingsoft is pleased to further team up with Microsoft
MSN to jointly provide security service for users of instant messaging. Through
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our joint efforts, we believe we will enhance the security level of instant
messaging. Based on the established foundation, we will further deepen our
cooperation in the future to continue to provide users with more comprehensive
and reliable security solutions. "
Liu Zhenyu, Vice President of Microsoft MSN, said: "Partnership is a very driving
force for Microsoft MSN. We believe that we can live up to our motto
‘Consideration and Trust’ and to deliver more secure and pleasant experience to
users, through the technical support from Kingsoft and the domestic R&D of
MSN.”
###
About Kingsoft
Following the commercial launch of its first office applications software WPS 1.0
in 1989, Kingsoft Corporation Limited has now become a leading entertainment
and applications software developer, distributor and service provider in China,
based on market share. The Company leverages its comprehensive software
development platform to offer a wide range of innovative entertainment and
applications software.
Kingsoft has several well-known products such as WPS Office, Kingsoft
PowerWord, Kingsoft Internet Security, and online games such as the JX Series
and The First Myth. In addition, the Company sells various products such as
Kingsoft Internet Security and Kingsoft PowerWord to retail consumers, corporate
organizations and government agencies in China using online and offline
distribution channels.
With its headquarters in Beijing, Kingsoft has multiple research and development
centers based in Zhuhai, Beijing, Chengdu, Dalian and Shenzhen. The
Company’s vision is to create world-class software products that run on every
computer and our strategy is to enhance our position as a leading entertainment
and application software developer, operator and distributor in China and to
expand its presence in certain oversea markets.
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